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ELEVEN FIFTY ACADEMY ADDS 12-WEEK IMMERSIVE PYTHON COURSE
FISHERS, IN - Eleven Fifty Academy, a nonprofit coding bootcamp headquartered in Fishers, Indiana, has
added the software development language, Python, to its curriculum schedule. Registration has begun for the
new 12-week course, beginning February 4th. Eleven Fifty Academy has consulted with national experts in
Python to create their new offering.
Python is a high-level tool that is great for backend web development, artificial intelligence, data analysis, and
scientific computing. It is quickly gaining in popularity among developers and is the fastest growing programming language. Its versatility has a broad range of applications, including games, productivity tools, and desktop apps. NASA.gov, Pinterest, and Instagram use Python.
While it is an easier language to independently acquire knowledge of, learning the depth of its features requires professional instruction. The EFA Python course promises to explore the possibilities of this robust language and its complexities, integrations, open source frameworks, and tools.
“Many coders are self-taught and learning a new [programming] language is a lot like learning a musical instrument,” says Paul O’Connor, Eleven Fifty Academy Director of Learning. “It’s easy to teach yourself notes
and chords, but you need formal training to create a full symphony.”
Meeting Indiana’s demand for software developers, Eleven Fifty Academy finishes 2018 strong, with more than
doubling its courses in Q3&4, growing its students population by 5X, and is expected to grow another 5X in
2019.
“We have a 93% graduation rate and a 81% placement rate with our graduates earning salaries averaging
$51k and up - and many start above $70k,” says EFA Founder & Chairman Scott Jones. “We educate software
developers who can earn over $1M over their first decade on the job, which speaks to the positive impact for
families and our state.”
Eleven Fifty Academy (EFA) has consistently been named by CourseReport as one of the Best Coding Bootcamps. The Academy, now in its 5th year, has skilled up hundreds of junior developers through their immersive
learning experience. Their immersive learning experience has proven its success.
Eleven Fifty Academy is a nonprofit organization focused upon high quality, immersive software development
courses designed to accelerate the learning curve for people of all ages and skill sets. The mission of Eleven
Fifty Academy is to build an ecosystem of coding talent that financially benefits the individual, their employer,
and their community.
For more information, visit elevenfifty.org

